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What if there were a world bigger than the one you can touch?Leigh Alexander recounts a
stormy adolescence alongside the mysterious early internet. From the surrealism of early video
games to raw connections made over primitive newsgroups, from sex bots to Sailor Moon,
Alexander intimately captures a dark frontier age.Leigh Alexander writes about video games,
interactive entertainment, and various other things. As longtime editor-at-large for game industry
site Gamasutra, she contributes editorial, criticism, trend analysis and interviews with
developers. Her monthly column in Edge magazine deals with cultural issues surrounding the
business of games and the people who play them. Her column at Kotaku is weirder. In a good
way, probably.Her features appear at Polygon and Boing Boing, and she likes to write about
feelings and social media at Thought Catalog. She used to be NYLON Guys’ games editor, did a
biweekly column at Vice’s Creators Project focused on neat trends in independent game
development, and has contributed to Slate, The New Inquiry, Wired, The New Statesman, The
Guardian, the Columbia Journalism Review, Paste, Rock Paper Shotgun, and numerous others.
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1AdventA luminescent green prompt blinks softly at me like an eye. I’m in the basement, and
there is the humming of machines. In an alcove, the clothes dryer repeats a soft, rhythmic
thudding. I curl up, so my toes don’t touch the chilly floor.There’s no disk in the drive. I left it
empty on purpose, an open mouth crowned with an angry red eye. Its inside parts stutter and
whirr within their beige casing. A sound barks from it like a scolding, but I already know it won’t
hurt me.Everything is green lines, green light. An altar, a yawning vacuum of black, glassy
space, a box with a screen, and on the screen there’s a tiny, vivid green rectangle flashing slowly
in place. I press my little face up closer to the monitor, and I can see the flashing rectangle is
built of tiny, impeccable lines etched one atop the other, the lines themselves comprised of
infinitesimal dots.I stare, and I let my eyes sting and flood. With my nose smudging the glass, the
blinking rectangle seems haloed in violet and white. I pretend I can see each fine laser-green
etching, each pointelle stutter to life one at a time. The rectangle dies, is born, dies, is born.It’s a
cursor. It indicates a command line, and it’s waiting for me.At five years old I know this much: An
arcane language lives inside this box. The computer can understand things, so long as I put
them to it in exactly the right way. I type words, names, and then random strings of nonsense. I
want a reply.I always get the same answer: the phrase SYNTAX ERROR IN 10, spat onto the
screen like a wrist-slap, a dark mantra, prickling my nape. I don’t know what a syntax is, or why
the ten, but I know from ERROR that I haven’t cracked the riddle. The sphinx that lives in the
space that opens up when there’s no disk in the drive will not answer.I’d mash the keyboard in
fury. Sometimes when I did that, the machine would beep, and the screen would pile up with
white, impossible sigils, whorls and brackets, and lock there. The mad static of some
unknowable mind.My neighbor Charlotte’s father was a scientist. At her house, I would haul
enormous manuals on programming language and calculus down from high shelves and try, to
no avail, to make sense of them. I caressed their thin pages, piqued to trembling by their foreign
language, and that was enough. The act of pretending to read them was fundamentally more
exciting than whatever hard work they might have contained.I didn’t like hard work, and as such I
spent a lot of grade school consigned to a hallway bench, for discipline. It was wrought of
smooth black wood, an airbrush painting of fruit on its winged back, accented, maybe, with gold.



I had to sit there, writing my name in little puddles of tears, because I threw temper tantrums over
long division. You have to learn math, they told me, you’re going to need math, come on, you can
do it — and I had no skill at it, no patience for it, no willingness to learn, though I knew even by
six, seven years old that without the goddamn math, I’d never unlock the machines.I would
occasionally try hard, first lavishing on the preparations of my materials. I needed three pencils,
a husband and wife and baby pencil sharpened to their respective appropriate sizes, and then
they’d need a pet eraser. Then I’d take the family to my task, dutifully concentrating: I
meticulously kept the fat-bellied sixes and leering number nines tidily in their grid boxes,
sketched everything very slowly and thoughtfully.Even then, no matter what, I’d come up with
some dangling remainder, some horrific red pen line slashing my earnest effort. I hate this, I’m
going to die, said little me, throwing Baby Pencil.You aren’t going to die, the teacher said.I am
too, I have appendicitis, said I, having learned about appendicitis from a computer game about
surgery. The game made me want to become a surgeon, and when I told my third-grade teacher
I was going to become a surgeon, she said I’d better get good at math if I wanted to excel in
medical school.Instead, I gave up upon my fledgling dream of internal medicine. I rolled around
in a melodrama of agony, and then I got sent to the hallway bench.The precision language of
computers and programming might as well have been magic spells. Trying to brute-force my way
into arcane conversation with machines was like feeling my way along a dark closet wall hoping
to stumble into Narnia. I did plenty of that fumbling for Narnia, too: this button, this ritual, this
combination of objects would — oh, it had to, it must — let me escape this little world, where
everyone yelled at me about math.I promised my cousin we could teleport to a museum at night
if we said the right words. I promised my sister we’d fight crime just as soon as I could build a
portable AI, promised the playground children there were invisible tribes in the woods. We would
summon mermaids if we arranged the stones just so.I feared the word “no”, its very self. I hated
to be thwarted. By the time I was in fourth grade, the teacher had already called my parents
more than once to say they did not think I could tell fantasy from reality.I could tell. I could. I just
didn’t want to. I don’t want to, I don’t want to, I wailed, marched out to the hallway bench.
Again.My earliest memories are of the breathing machines, and they promised me from the time
I was born that anything could exist, that all things were solvable, that anything could be brought
into striking, vector-lined reality if you had imagination enough. That there was always
someplace else to go than here, where I had to do math or wear a neon scrunchie for dance
class.My father had a “home technology” column in the Boston Globe, in the early 1980s when
technology in the home was a novelty in and of itself. He wrote about hi-fis, and somehow that
led to an uncurated heap of press materials barraging our house continually. We got hardware,
software, plastic-wrapped boxes the size, thickness and weight of novels with dramatic sci-fi
cover paintings. Vast, elaborate box art on the outside, clumsily-blipped eight-bit shorthand
adventures inside.Dad thought I should learn computers as a child, so as to be employable as
an adult. My access to them was virtually uninhibited, except for when I’d get yelled at for
accidentally erasing this or that. Otherwise I was constantly enshrined in front of the Apple ][e,



mashing keys, engaged in lawless, experimental dialogue with a machine.From the mysterious
boxes piled into our office closet I’d prized black, floppy disks with bright labels and sticky, flimsy
black-tape bellies I’d learned never to touch. Each disk was shorthand for an adventure — they
were called things like Critical Mass, Mystery House, Ring Quest. Blade of Blackpoole, Kabul
Spy, Death in the Caribbean.Those old things were blunt objects, the kind that make you think
about how many tiny corners must have existed all over the surface of the very first wheel.
Slowly, a line drawing loads, etching a graphic abstraction of a path, a house, a forest into the
black mirror of your boxy computer screen. You are an international spy. You must find the
wizard. You are standing outside the house. You are on a path facing EAST. Things like that
would be all you were given to know about yourself and the world.You would type in “N” for
North, and often YOU CAN’T GO THAT WAY would be the stern rebuke. “GO NORTH,” you’d
patiently essay, and if you were lucky you’d get a line or two about how the mountains barred
your way, or how the impassable woods sprawled forever in that direction. “CLIMB TREES,” I
would insist. “CLIMB THE MOUNTAINS.”“YOU CAN’T DO THAT,” insisted the world inside the
machine, or “I DON’T UNDERSTAND.”Some games understood climbing, some did not. Some
let you press “I” to view your inventory (a lamp, a letter, or nothing whatsoever) and some
required you type the entire word, INVENTORY. I learned so many words from games: GULLY,
SLUICE, BRAZIER, ADUMBRATE, OGRESS, EGRESS (which I thought was another kind of
ogre).And for a child who hated to hear “no” so badly, never did I hear it so eloquently than from
the leaden mouths of those ancient worlds. Their blunt denials that kept me up at night, the
locked gate whose key I could not locate, the vile and crudely-animated manticore whose
appetite I couldn’t figure out how to slake, the endless and constant grisly deaths I couldn’t
manage to avoid.So often, it was a matter of the right answer and the precise right phrasing.
These games were finicky about their syntax — “TIE ROPE,” you’d demand, and “TO WHAT,” it
would ask, and “TO TREE” would confuse it, but merely answering “TREE” would not. It was
always, always possible that you had the right answer to the puzzle, but the wrong words, the
wrong verbs.At seven years old I’d sit bolt upright on the verge of sleep, struck suddenly by a
solution in the dark of my room, waiting for morning and the next attempt with uncontainable
fever.I’d imagine what new lands lay beyond the sequences I couldn’t complete, so fervently that
even now I can’t remember if they were real. My neighbor Charlotte (of the scientist father and
the basement full of spellbooks) and I would constantly plot, collaborate and imagine, spending
those hot summer afternoons when school was out sat side by side at a machine.At her house
lived a monolithic, primitive PC the size of a refrigerator. It was 1988, probably, and there was
one particular pizza-sized disk we’d tuck into its shelf-sized jaw at every opportunity. At the
command prompt she’d type ADVENT to run it, like a religious hymn.This particular game was
called Colossal Cave Adventure, a text-only network of caves and treasures that sprawled like a
tomb of hieroglyphs, so truly massive and confounding that I’ve not solved it to this day, which
feels right.Today, digital historians call Colossal Cave Adventure the “granddaddy” of text
adventure games. A spelunker named Will Crowther made it for his daughters, to help show



them his cave-crawling pastime as he endured a divorce with his wife. His work parented
Charlotte and I all those summers, in a different era, when it felt like we children could lock
ourselves away and go absent for hours without making our parents afraid.Much of our playtime
was spent concentrating on the game itself, rubber-cementing reams of printer paper end to end
to map the cave and its strange place names: Bedquilt; the Hall of the Mountain King; mazes of
identical, twisting passages, an alcove where a hollow voice cried “Plugh”. The virtual cave
network contained a Ming vase, a set of batteries, a bent rod crowned with a rusty star, all kinds
of objects to be collected for some inexplicable purpose.The rest of the time, we tumbled forth
into our real-life suburban wildlands, the scraggly woods that lay between one grassy yard and
another, the tiny duck pond that looms large in my memory. Everywhere, it seemed, we saw a
puzzle, a mystery. Why was that bundle of twigs leaned against an old oak? Why did some
stones glitter when you struck them, and others stank of gunpowder instead? Under this log, a
salamander, and under that, a nest of beetles. There were loamy, unseen living things always
scuttling just out of reach. We left notes and signs wherever we could get away with it, and it felt
like important work.This knothole could be a button. Behold this twig stripped of its bark and
written in by termites — a magic staff! The things that lay beyond our reach in the digital world
seemed to mirror and echo the natural mysteries we found when we played outdoors. At the end
of the day, I’d be in trouble for the mud on my shoes or for coming home a little too late, but I
always tromped into the front door feeling like I was almost, almost somewhere. Like I’d almost
solved it, whatever “it” really was.There were, there had to be, gorgeous infrastructures beyond
what I could reach, just waiting for me to know the right words. The whole world a blinking
prompt, daring me, ENTER COMMAND.
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Mike C., “Good, but short. I really enjoy Leigh Alexander's writing across the Internet, and was
happy to support her in buying this published book. I'll be honest -- while it raises interesting
points about the role of technology in our lives and includes fine-grained detail of her childhood
growing up among blocky, ancient computers and beeping, screeching modems -- I wanted
more. The writing sparkles and is deeply thought-out in the pages that recall her childhood of
creating maps for long-forgotten Apple games and spending hours in chat rooms as a teen, but
the book goes by fast (it's around 100 pages), and I feel like she breezes through her transition
into adulthood without that same sense of detail and wonder. When it's over, you're left thinking,
"Wait, that's it?" If you enjoy her writing, it's definitely worth a read, but be prepared to be left
wanting more.”

Hard T. Please, “Terrific little memoir. This is a memoir about the early days of home computing
and how it shaped the author's life. Leigh is now one of the most respected writers of the tech
generation.”

Chris Algoo, “Incredible. This book is a brisk, personal journey through the dawning of the
Internet Age, delivered in beautiful prose. Highly recommended.”

Brett Hancock, “Shared Experiences. Well done recounting of what it was like growing up with
technology.  Quite a few of these experiences are similar to ones that I remember fondly.”

Alex Westcott, “Left Breathless. Breathing Machine is the best personal account of growing up
with computers I've ever read. I strongly recommend it. Very entertaining.”

Nathan Meunier, “A nostalgia-inducing journey. Leigh's writing style and storytelling abilities are
electric. They grab you right away, and hold you tight throughout this fascinating and personal
journey back to a more simpler age of technological innovation. This book immediately sparked
my nostalgia for the earlier days of computing. Back when of dialing-in to a BBS for a few rounds
of text-games or booting up the squawk of a modem to access AOL. Experiencing this subject
again through Leigh's distinct personal lens makes it all the more interesting.Bottom line: This
book is a great read. Buy it.”

Paul Capewell, “A well-written trip down memory lane. I loved this collection of memoirs of
growing up with computers and the Internet. Leigh's memories and associations with these
technologies are quite familiar - I guess we are a similar age. I recommend this to anyone who
grew up in the warm glow of a computer screen in the mid-90s and early 2000s. If you're like me,
it will inspire similar recollections and trigger memories you'd long since forgotten. You might
even end up jotting down some of your own versions of these shared memories. Leigh's also got



a flare for writing this kind of personal memoir - I highlighted scores of passages and sentences
throughout where she just nailed the turn of phrase.”

T. Battey, “If you can recall the sound of a dial-up modem on the spot, then you should read this
book.. Before reading this book I had forgotten that there used to be a search engine called
Dogpile. I am glad to have been reminded of this. It seems important, somehow. It's amusing, at
least.This book will feel familiar to anyone who grew up around technology in the late 80s and
90s. Does the sound of a dial-up modem still echo somewhere in the back of your brain? If so,
then this book is for you.The author's experience of growing up alongside the internet is not my
experience of growing up, and it's not yours, but it's close enough that it's bound to stir up some
nostalgia for a time when technology seemed so unknowable, so powerful, so arcane. It's a
charming trip through a childhood defined by archaic chatroom conversations and tentative
online relationships, one that's bound to be in some way familiar to anyone who grew up around
the inception of the internet.Come for the nostalgia trip, stay for all the references to things you're
bound to have forgotten that will bring a smile to your face, and take a look at somewhat stark
place that tech culture has become in recent years. Then party like it's 1999 and you've just
launched your first Angelfire site.”

S. J. Knowles, “Required reading.. Wonderfully recollected, if you have electronic history that
predates Facebook you will see yourself in Breathing Machine. You might not like what you see,
but you will be better for it.It is such a shame the once-wonderful and now truly horrifying
Thought Catalogue will benefit from this book, though.”

Adam Austin-Andrew, “Poignant and honest.. A bittersweet glimpse at what it was like growing
up around the birth of the World Wide Web. I found it touching and nostalgia-inducing (it helps
that I'm of a similar age to Leigh). I enjoyed it immensely and look forward to reading more of her
stuff!”

Pixie, “Gorgeous and Nostalgic. Beautifully written, capturing both the wonder and the more
sordid edge of the digital age. I'd highly recommend it to anyone who grew up alongside it - or
people interested in seeing what that was like.”

The book by Leigh Alexander has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 29 people have provided feedback.
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